scaleon Growth Briefing

Dry County – Maintaining strategic focus as CEO of a
high growth company during turbulent times
John F. Kennedy has (not fully precise) claimed the Chinese word
for “crisis” contains two characters – one for danger and one for
opportunity. Albeit not fully correct, there is a lot of truth in this.
There is a lot of wisdom to that but in times of crisis often myopia
and fear prevail. But successful CEOs do not lose sight of the
opportunities looming after the crisis.

The only option is to prepare fast and make sure the business
model is resilient to flat or even worsening conditions. There are
two dimensions to that question in the short term:
1.

“In a crisis, be aware of the danger – but
recognize the opportunity.”
- John F. Kennedy
Especially many fast-growing tech business models are facing a
potential liquidity crisis, as they have been relying on cheap and
fast access to capital for the last years. With the change in
monetary policy and recent stock-market decline, funding appears
much harder to get. This poses a significant threat to the plans of
those companies and will require swift action in numerous cases
and extremely high clarity in all cases.

What is happening: The times of cheap
money are over
In the last years, capital was a close to free resource. Valuations
were sky-high and investors were queuing to invest in fastgrowing tech and SaaS companies. Growth was often driven at
any cost, while monetization was second priority to many
companies. A quick recovery of the 2020 Covid Crash is not going
to repeat itself.
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What changes now: The paradigm is vastly
shifting towards profitability
CEOs cannot assume that a fast recovery will occur. No one knows
how macro uncertainties are going to unfold on the monetary and
on the real side of the economy.
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2.

Ensuring sufficient runway – if the company is already
burning money, the runway should be extended as much as
possible. This will lead to a) avoiding an existential threat
where it will not be possible to raise at all or at favorable
terms and conditions and b) it will provide additional degrees
of freedom to adopt the business model if needed.
Stress-test your business model – assuming capital will not be
abundantly available going forward, is the business model
capable of delivering sustained profitability or at least show
the concrete potential to do so?

Both dimensions should be evaluated fast and any necessary
adjustments should be implemented quickly.

Once first dust hast settled: Rebalance the
mechanics of your strategy framework
While there is a strong focus on runway and cash-preservation,
CEOs must not lose sight of the strategic implications. At a bare
minimum, the company’s strategy framework should contain a
couple of key dimensions – clarity on the direction ideally
articulated in a clear vision and purpose statement, an in-depth
understanding of the business and scaling model, precise and welldefined strategic goals as the basis for a solid KPI system and a
business case and short-term execution framework. These strategic
mechanics may need to be adjusted and rebalanced.
A first step in the analysis should be the development of a “risks
and opportunities” map. There may be key business model risks, if
e.g., growth is dependent on high customer acquisition costs and
long payback times or access to future fundraises. At the same
time, both internal opportunities for organizational change or
focus and external ones, e.g., M&A may arise.
An assessment of the urgency and needs to change should follow,
based on the strategic impact, leading to a revision of the strategy
framework and meeting the needs of the new situation. The whole
exercise should be done in a pragmatic way, as we live in times of
very high uncertainty and the adoption of strategic focus needs to
be done with a highly agile mindset.

scaleon Strategy Framework
Elements of Strategy Framework &
Core Aspects

Relevance
for Action

Focus Area for Immediate Action

North Star

Vision, Mission

Only if business model is not sustainable

Business
Model

Customer, Value
Proposition, Value Chain,
Economics

Only if business model is not sustainable

Strategic
Objectives

Ambition Areas, Core
Metrics, Goals, Key
Initiatives

Prioritization of timing
Review of investment areas
Core vs. new business trade-offs

KPI

Business Model KPI,
Cultural, Scaling,
Financial, Operational

Increased attention to cash-flow KPI
If relevant, monitoring of churn
Optimizing for efficiency
Calibrating aggressiveness on growth investment

Business
Plan

Long-term Plan, Budget,
Cash Forecast

Validate runway in different scenarios

Short-term
OKRs, KPI Targets,
PrioritiResource Allocation, etc.
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Risks &
Opportunities

Need for
Change

Urgency
for
Change

Assessment of key risks to
the strategy, identification
of opportunities
How important is it to
adjust the dimension?
Where does the dimension
require adjustment?
How fast do we need to
adopt the respective
elements

Re-focus OKRs on revised strategic goals and investment areas
Adjust KPI targets
Review resource allocation – focus on core first to ensure
sustainability of business model
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